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Ricci surfaces

A NDREI M OROIANU AND S ERGIU M OROIANU

Abstract. A Ricci surface is a Riemannian 2-manifold (M, g) whose Gaussian curvature K satisfies K 1K + g(d K , d K ) + 4K 3 = 0. Every minimal
surface isometrically embedded in R3 is a Ricci surface of non-positive curvature. At the end of the 19th century Ricci-Curbastro has proved that, conversely,
every point x of a Ricci surface has a neighborhood which embeds isometrically in R3 as a minimal surface, provided K (x) < 0. We prove this result in
full generality by showing that Ricci surfaces can be locally isometrically embedded either minimally in R3 or maximally in R2,1 , including near points of
vanishing curvature. We then develop the theory of closed Ricci surfaces, possibly with conical singularities, and construct classes of examples in all genera
g 2.
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1. Introduction
In 1873 Ludwig Schläfli asked the following question, still unanswered today
(cf. [28, 29]):
Can every Riemannian surface (M 2 , g) be locally isometrically embedded in
the flat space R3 ?
The problem reduces to a non-linear equation of Monge-Ampère type. This equation can be easily solved near points x where the Gaussian curvature K (x) is nonvanishing, but it is degenerate at points where K (x) = 0. A partial positive answer
was recently obtained provided that the gradient of the Gaussian curvature has a
special behavior in the neighborhood of the zero set of K (see [10] and references
therein).
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